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R. Lance Factor’s Chapel in the Sky: Knox College’s Old Main and Its Masonic Architect
is a testament to curiosity. The author was inspired to undertake a study of the
Old Main at Knox College in Galesburg, Illinois, where he works, through day-today observations of the historic building’s unusual style and distinct features. The
intriguing structure, as Factor says, ‘provoked a bundle of questions that could not be
deferred’ (foreword).
A philosophy and religious studies professor, Factor presents his study to give
readers ‘a renewed appreciation for a famous landmark and for the men and women
of Knox College who preserved and continue to preserve a national treasure’
(foreword). Over the course of the book, Factor introduces a variety of ideas,
events and characters that erected, shaped and, later, preserved the Old Main. In
doing so, he places the structure and its architect and builder, Swedish immigrant
Charles Ulricson (1816-1887), in the context of Knox College’s history. Factor devotes
about half of the book to exploring how Ulricson’s interest in sacred geometry and
knowledge of freemasonry are expressed in the Old Main. Factor suggests that
Ulricson included these elements in the building without his clients’ knowledge or
permission, as the college leadership, many of whom were avowed anti-masons,
would have never approved a building that incorporated such symbols and ideas.
Factor’s narrative is most engaging when he discusses the history of the college as
it touches the story of the Old Main. Secretive trustees, student protests, rival college
presidents, quarrels about co-education, financial panics and war all shaped both
Knox College and the Old Main. Even the Old Main’s beginnings were dramatic.
Knox College’s leaders first conceived of the Main College (only later called the
Old Main) in 1855. They wanted a showpiece, the most expensive of several new
buildings needed to accommodate the growth of the two-decades-old college. The
board started the building project at a fortunate moment when, through profitable
real estate transactions, Knox College leaders enjoyed lavish resources. In fact, in 1855
administrators described their aspirational institution as the ‘third wealthiest college
in the nation’ and proceeded to spend a quarter of their endowment on expanding the
campus (p. 22). Bad luck with a Chicago architectural firm and increasing pressure to
begin the project led the board to invite Ulricson, originally just the contractor on the
project, to submit a proposal. Impressed with Ulricson’s professionalism and design,
the board decided to build according to Ulricson’s plan, unaware that in accepting it,
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they may have tacitly brought masonic ideas into a campus where freemasonry was
forbidden.
One of the central questions in Factor’s book is, why does the Old Main look,
inside and outside, the way it does? Factor bases much of his discussion about the
shape and style of the building (a mix of Gothic and Greek Revival styles) on how
he sees Ulricson’s interest in esoteric geometry and knowledge of freemasonry
demonstrated in the structure. To support his arguments, Factor employs close
observation of the building, examination of the original construction records
and extensive measurements and calculations based on the Old Main’s original
dimensions. He also shows how Ulricson was directly inspired by two important
buildings that architects Ithiel Town (1784-1844) and Alexander Jackson Davis (18031892), Ulricson’s probable mentors, designed—the Greek New York University
(1834) and the Gothic Wadsworth Atheneaum in Hartford, Connecticut (1844).
In considering why Ulricson included masonic symbols and esoteric geometry
elements in the Knox College building without being requested to do so by his client,
Factor suggests that Ulricson’s ties to freemasonry and his likely training with Town
and Davis in New York around 1835 led him to an abiding interest in freemasonry
and belief in the power of esoteric geometry. Since records about Ulricson, such as
drawings or writings do not seem to exist, in plumbing Uliricson’s motivation, Factor
uses the Old Main itself as evidence. As Factor states, the Old Main stands as the best
record of Ulricson’s intentions and of what ideas helped Ulricson give it form.
Factor tells an interesting tale and his book is filled with intriguing ideas. He
also does an excellent job outlining the philosophies and religious beliefs that
shaped the various players in his story, be they Ulricson, Town or Knox College
administrators. At points, however, I wanted to hear more about the historical
evidence supporting Factor’s arguments. For example, the only historical evidence
that Factor cites that links Ulricson with Town and Davis in New York is family
history related by one of Ulricson’s children. She stated that upon arriving in the
city in 1835, ‘her father worked for an architectural firm in New York City’ (p. 28).
There are, apparently, no public records or information in Davis’ papers that confirm
Ulricson’s association with Town and Davis. Likewise, throughout the work, Factor
suggests that membership in freemasonry gave Ulricson access to masonic ideas and
an understanding of masonic symbols. To support Ulricson’s possible membership,
Factor states the architect’s selection as the architect for the ambitious First Masonic
Temple of Peoria, Illinois in 1870, underscores that he was a mason, claiming: ‘In the
supersecret atmosphere of the day, only a Masonic architect would be in entrusted
with the task of creating a temple’ (p. 17). Records of membership in Sweden, New
York or Illinois would confirm the supposition that Ulricson belonged to the group,
but Factor either found them inconclusive or did not consult them.
Throughout Chapel in the Sky: Knox College’s Old Main and Its Masonic Architect,
Factor asks interesting questions about how a practicing builder and architect in
1850s Illinois might have intentionally infused the ideas, symbols and landscapes of
freemasonry into his work, without the express desire—or even knowledge—of his
client. Factor certainly succeeds in his goal of providing his readers with an enhanced
appreciation of Knox College’s Old Main. Without more compelling historical
evidence, Factor may not persuade his readers to agree with all of his conclusions,
but for those with an interest in masonic material culture, his exploration is thoughtprovoking.
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